Hindsight is 2020 Questionnaire
How many times in the last twelve months have you said “This doesn’t make sense”? In all the
chaos of the past year have you had the time to take a step back and ponder the bigger picture?
The following questionnaire will help you look through the noise and distractions so you can
draw your own common sense conclusions.
Part 1 - Learnings from History
1)
2)
3)
4)

Do human civilizations have a long history of war? Common answer: Yes.
Why are most wars started? Common answer: Money & Power.
Who typically starts the wars? Common answer: Government or parts of.
How does the Government typically convince the people to start a war? Common
answer: Controlled media (pr0paganda) and at times fear/intimidation
5) What is the typical chain of command? Common answer: Corrupt leaders to people of
incompetence to victims
6) Who suffers from wars? Common answer: EVERYONE
7) Does history have a tendency to repeat itself? Common answer: Yes
Part 2 - Application Towards Present Day
1) Is there any reason to believe war profiteers do not exist today? Common answer: No
2) How many wars fought with traditional weapons (guns) have you heard about in 2020?
Common answer: Few to none.
3) Would a war be more profitable if there is no need to finance an army with traditional
weapons (guns) ? Common answer: Yes
4) In the last 12 months have you noticed a material shift of wealth across the globe?
Common answer: Yes
5) Generally who has gained in wealth? Common answers: Billionaires, Big Pharma, Big
Corps
6) Generally who has lost wealth? Small corps & individuals
7) Have you noticed a significant amount of censorship by the Mainstream Media and Big
Tech? Common answer: Yes.
8) Other than a vote when’s the last time you heard of a Government leader being held
accountable? Common answer: Years if not decades.
9) Do you work for the Government or does the Government work for you? Common
answer: Good question….
10) If there was a war which chain of command best describes you? (Corrupt, Incompetant
or Victim)????
11) In the last year has the Government increased their authority while you lost many of your
Human and Constitutional Rights?
12) Have you heard of the “Gre@t Reset”? Do you really think the billionaires and
Government leaders driving this agenda have your best interest in mind?

13) Have you noticed a pattern yet?????

Part 3 - The Flu 2.0 (You know which one...)
1) Have you noticed the mortality rate is nowhere near what you were originally told?
2) Why would we count deaths of persons above the average age of life expectancy?
3) Why would we use a test (PCR) that was rushed through the approval stages and has
capabilities to generate extreme rates of false positives?
4) Why won’t Governments disclose the number of amplification cycles used in the PCR
tests?
5) Why are many young healthy adults fearful of going public places such as grocery
stores?
6) Why are so many medical professionals and nurses getting cen$0red?
7) How often have you heard public Health Officials speak of Health or the Immune System
or Vitamin Deficiencies?
8) Why would we listen to a “Top Doctor” that recommends holding your breath and using
glory holes as a means of slowing the spread?
9) How many billions/trillions will be made (paid for by you) with a global vaccination?
10) Have you looked into the number of years it typically takes to create a vaccine?
11) Do you honestly think your Government Leaders will take this Vaccine?
12) What are the chances a COVlD21 will be around the corner?
Part 4 - Sharing is the new “Caring”
1)
2)
3)
4)

Do you believe any of your data is private?
Have you ever read ANY of the verbiage when you install an app?
Is your face on the internet?
How does big tech calculate traffic patterns?

Part 5 - What To Do About IT?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

If you want to change tomorrow you have to act today
If this questionnaire spoke to you then forward it
Do your own research and draw your own conclusions
Ask yourself “Does This Make Sense???
Hold your elected officials responsible
Help your community by not hoarding toilet paper. If there is a shortage do your part to
help instead of fueling the fire.
7) If you enjoy having local businesses and restaurants then give them a chance to stay
open
8) Be kind, do not discriminate, respect human rights.

